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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Williamson House is a little-altered example of the Greek Revival cottage, a house type rather common in Franklin County, of which very few well-preserved examples survive. The house stands amid a very large wooded lot in the town of Louisburg; it was originally on the edge of the town. The house shares features with Cascine, the E. W. Fuller House, and the Colonel J. F. Jones House; some features, too, are similar to the work of Warrenton architect Jacob Holt, but not enough to establish attribution.

The one-story frame house is three bays wide and two deep. It stands on a basement of brick; at the corners the brick breaks out to form bases for the fluted corner-posts that define the facades of the house. The corner-posts carry a wide, plain frieze beneath the wide overhang of the hip roof. Two paneled interior chimneys with molded caps pierce the roof. The central entrance is protected by an original porch. Two pairs of fluted Doric posts carry a plain frieze and overhang like the main house; the posts recur as pilasters at the ends of the porch at the facade. At each side there is a balustrade of small chamfered posts with tiny caps, linked by arches beneath a molded rail. The entrance consists of a double door flanked by sidelights and topped by a transom; square lights occur at the upper corners. The whole is framed by a wide, heavy molded architrave. Large windows in simple frames contain six-over-six sash and have louvered blinds. At the rear of the house is a central one-story one-room wing, which is original or a very early addition, as the finish is like that of the main block. In the angles between the wing and the main block are a few small one-story frame additions which do not detract significantly from the character of the house.

The interior, as suggested by the exterior configuration, follows a center-hall plan two rooms deep, with the rear door of the hall leading into the rear wing. The only significant alteration is that the hall has been partitioned recently midway back. The finish is consistent and well-preserved throughout, with high ceilings, plastered walls, tall molded baseboards, heavy molded door and window frames, and heavy Greek Revival mantels with some variation in design. The baseboard in the hall is marbleized to resemble black marble, in an extremely skillful fashion. The front doors have pointed-arched panels set within the rectangular panels, and a few doors retain china knobs and molded china key-hole covers. The window frames extend to the floor to frame panels beneath the windows. Door and window frames break out from the baseboard to create a molded "foot." Some doors are skillfully woodgrained.

The mantel in the right (south) front parlor has tall narrow arched panels in the pilasters, which flank a frieze with a single narrow horizontal panel. The left (north) front room has a mantel with trefoil spear-headed panels beneath a frieze with a similar horizontal panel. The right rear room has a mantel with paneled pilasters and a slightly arched frieze. In the dining wing is a mantel with fluted pilasters flanking a single-paneled frieze. It is flanked by built-in cupboards, apparently original, with paneled doors at the bottom and glazed doors at the top. The house contains a quantity of nineteenth and early twentieth century furnishings, some of it original. Notable are the ornate bronze and glass drapery tie-backs in the right parlor: sinuous bronze foliage springs from the window frame, carrying an open glass lily with stamens projecting from its throat. The essentially unaltered condition of the house, plus its excellent state of preservation and the presence of much traditional furniture and other pieces is quite evocative of the family history of the house.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Williamson House, located on land originally in a rural setting but now in the town of Louisburg, is a representative and very well-preserved Greek Revival cottage, with details that relate it to other Franklin County houses of the 1850s. The house has remained in the same family since it was built for Tempie Perry Williamson. Among the slaves who came to Franklin County with Mrs. Williamson when she returned as a widow from Covington, Georgia, was John H. Williamson, who was after the Civil War a prominent black legislator and founder of the Raleigh Banner and Gazette.

Tempence Perry, born March 11, 1805, was a daughter of Jeremiah Perry, who owned the large and early-settled plantation, Cascine. Perry's will of 1838, proved in 1839, left property to his six sons, including Sidney (A. S.), who received Cascine, and Willie; to his three daughters went numbers of slaves: Temperance received seventeen slaves plus $1,000. In 1846 Temperance married John P. Williamson and soon moved to Covington, Georgia, his home. In the 1850s Williamson died, and his widow soon returned to Franklin County with two young sons. She was evidently assisted by her brother, Willie, a physician and planter of considerable wealth; he provided her with the "Fox Swamp" property, upon which a house was soon built. The relatively small house is appropriate for a widow with two children. The time of her return to Franklin County is uncertain: family tradition puts it in the mid-1850s; the first reference to Mrs. Williamson is in the 1859 tax list where she is listed under Willie Perry's entry. The Fox Swamp property was listed in 1860 as having 85 acres worth $1800 per acre (a high price), the total worth $1,530. Evidently Tempie owned a large number of slaves by the time she set up housekeeping in Franklin County: the 1860 Census lists her as the owner of 94 slaves: her brother Willie owned 79; and another, A. S., who inherited Cascine, had 147.

Willie Perry's will of 1865 confirmed his gift to Tempie, for he left her "my tract of land known as the Fox Swamp tract whereon she now resides containing about 100 acres," plus $10,000. Tempie remained at the Fox Swamp house until her death in 1880; she left the "Dwelling and that portion of the lot on which I now reside" to Lela M. Williamson, wife of her son W. B. Her other son, John, was devised other property. John and W. B., who ran a Louisburg dry goods store, died in 1881, and Lela—widowed at 19—remained in the house until her death in 1948. About the turn of the century, her son Benjamin married, and moved his wife into the house as well. Benjamin's wife, Mamie Tucker Williamson, still resides there; it is owned by heirs of Benjamin.
Of considerable interest to the history of the property and of post-Civil War Franklin County is its connection with John H. Williamson. Born in Covington, Georgia, he evidently was among the slaves who came to Franklin County when Tempie returned in the 1850s. He is said to have been thirteen when he came. Blacks in eastern North Carolina counties obtained political power during Reconstruction, and John H. Williamson was among the more important of them. According to Frenise A. Logan, in The Negro in North Carolina, 1876-1894, "he had no educational advantages except what he acquired by his own efforts." Logan records that he was a member of the Constitutional Convention of 1868 and a delegate to the National Republican Convention at Philadelphia in 1872 and in 1884. He was elected from Franklin County to the North Carolina House for the terms of 1868, 1870, 1872, 1876, and 1887.

In 1877 Williamson introduced a bill requesting the General Assembly to encourage the state's senators and representatives in Washington to urge passage of a law setting apart territory beyond the Missouri River "for the sole and exclusive use and occupation of the colored race." He said he introduced the bill because of the hostility of whites to Negroes, and because he believed there was no hope for justice for Negroes in North Carolina. He declared that "the origins of the Negro race, his color, physical formation, ignorance and poverty formed the principal hobby for Democratic politicians to indulge in during political excitement." The proposal attracted considerable attention, but in general the black political leadership opposed colonization. Williamson was described as one of the leaders in the lower house who "commanded the respect of the entire body of members, Democratic and Republican." In 1881 Williamson founded the Raleigh Banner, the organ of the North Carolina Industrial Association; he later sold it and founded the Raleigh Gazette, which "became one of the most influential Negro papers in the state." Both papers urged the "advancement of the educational and industrial status of the Negroes in the state."
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